REACTEC

How to use the Reactec Analytics Platform

1. Sign out

2. Collect

Place an ID card
Unclip the HAVwear
against the orange
from the bay with the
swirl icon on the Dock- flashing LED light
ing station to sign out a
HAVwear.

INFORM : PROTECT : DEPLOY

3. protect

4. Connect

Insert HAVwear into
the holder so that the
strap is in contact with
the wrist. Snugly fit the
strap around the wrist
(do not remove until
returning to a Docking
station).

Before using each tool, press & release the
HAVwear button once and place the HAVwear
over a tool tag until a beep sounds, to “Connect”
to the tool. The display will show the last 4 characters of the tool ID to confirm connection.

HAVWEAR user tips

Switch off/on the HAVWEAR during non tool use
- Hold the HAVwear button for 5 seconds until the screen displays “OFF”.
- Release and then press the HAVwear button again for 1 second to confirm.
- To switch a HAVwear back on simply connect with a tool before use.

How to assemble and fasten the HAVWEAR to the wrist

A holder and strap are required to secure a HAVwear to the wrist.
NOTE: The wrist strap is personal and should always be subject to appropriate occupational
hygiene procedures regarding cleaning and replacement.

Incorrect strap routing and wearing
HAVwear device is exposed to the skin and worn loosely on the wrist.

x

Correct strap routing and wearing
HAVwear device is behind the strap and worn snugly on the wrist.

HAVwear screen display & alerts

Latest tool used
Last 4 characters of tool
model number

Exposure points
HAV risk exposure points

Exposure traffic lights
Circles in coloured bar
indicates thresholds reached

Operator alerts:
Beeps and
vibrates

Operator initials
First name initial and first
threecharacters of last name

Below
action
value

EAV exceeded
Split into 3 equal sections to
indicate incremental exposure
2 sec
alert

5 sec
alert

10 sec
alert

ELV
exceeded

20 sec
alert

HSE guidance on exposure thresholds
BAV

Try to remain within this threshold

EAV

Take actions to reduce risk

ELV

Do not exceed this threshold

The HAVwear should be re-charged fully before being put
into storage where not mounted in a powered up docking
station. It is also recommended to recharge the unit on a
regular basis (monthly) with a 1 hour top up charge.

